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This document contains important information on how to use the application.

1. The Home Page

The homepage displays all key information necessary to monitor the stalls and gives easy access to all the system controls including editing/deleting existing stalls, viewing additional stall information, creating new stalls, and changing restrictions on stalls.

Device Id:

Shows the unique ID used to establish a connection through the LoRa network with the sign.

Last Check In:

Displays the last time the device sent an update to Eleven-X and the web application. This should update every 2-3 minutes. If this field is not changing there is a problem the device that is preventing it from sending uplink message through the LoRa Network.

Status:

Shows if the stall is occupied or empty. Only empty stalls can have their restrictions changed.

Restriction:

This column shows the restrictions displayed on the various signs. Restrictions can be changed manually using the change restriction link. The web application also uses logic to automatically change empty stalls to handicap only parking whenever there is only one empty stall left in a group.
**Location:**
Shows the parking lot where the stall is installed.

**Group:**
Within a parking lot, stalls can be grouped together. This is used in the automatic allocation of handicap stalls.

**Alert:**
Shows the user if there are any problems with the display. There are 3 different items that may appear in this section:

1) **None:**
   This indicates there are no issues with the display

2) **ALERT:**
   This indicates the sign may have been damaged in someway. If hit with enough force, or when moved this alert will appear.

3) **No Data:**
   This indicates there is no data in the Eleven-X system for the web app to retrieve. This may occur when the device is first registered or if the device has not been transmitting data to Eleven-X for a long period of time.
2. Add a New Stall

To add a new stall to the management system the device must first be added to the Eleven-X network and then to the web application. To add the device to Eleven-X open https://lora.eleven-x.com/welcome.html and log in using the UBC parking account. Once signed in navigate to Devices > Manage devices.

From there click on + Add Device to open the add device form. This will open the following form. In this form you must fill out the DEVEUI for the sign and generate a 16-byte hexadecimal app key using https://www.random.org/bytes/.
The DEVEUI allows to LoRa Network to communicate with the device and the app key allows for encryption/decryption of the data sent to and from the device.

Once the device has been successfully added to Eleven-X you will see it on the device list. From here you can also navigate to Action > View Data.
If the data sent up from the Arduino is 00: 68 69 then it has been correctly connected and can now be added on the management application.

From the homepage of the web application select , this will take you to the following page. All fields in this form must be filled out.
Device Id:

This must match the DEVEUI of the device that was registered with Eleven-X. This ID will be an 8-byte string and should contain only capital letters and numbers. Space and special characters are not allowed. This value is used by the application to communicate with the device.

Place Pod Id:

This value must match with the place pod vehicle detector present at the same stall as the device. This ID will be an 8-byte string and should contain only capital letters and numbers. Space and special characters are not allowed. This value is used by the application to communicate with the device.

Location:

This is used to identify the parking lot in which the device is located. This value should be a string between 2 and 60 characters long.
**Group:**

This is used to group stalls together within a parking lot and is used for automatic allocation of handicap stalls. This value should be a number.
3. Change Restrictions

There are two ways restrictions can be changed through the web application. The first way is done automatically by the application to ensure there is, whenever possible, an available handicap stall in every group, the second is to manually select the desired restriction.

For automatic allocation every minute the application will check to ensure there are available handicap stalls in each group. In the case there are nothing will change, in the case there are not the application will manually change the first empty stall in the group to be handicap. If there is only one available handicap stall in a group it cannot be change to a different restriction.

To manually change the restriction, from the homepage select “change restriction” for the stall you would like to edit. This will bring you to the following page. Here you have the option of selecting from one of the pre-loaded images or entering a custom license plate.

![Change Stall Restriction](image)

The restriction of an occupied stall cannot be changed. In addition, the restriction of the last available handicap stall cannot be changed. For the custom license plate the only acceptable characters are capital letters, numbers, and spaces. The license plate can at most be 8 characters.
4. Adding new images

1. To add new images to the device you must first follow the instructions outlined in the "How To Load Images" manual. Once these steps are completed you will need to add a new button to the web application.

2. First, add a PNG image of the new restriction to the folder images located in the project folder > UbcParkingApp > wwwroot > images.

3. Next, open "~/Views/Stalls/ChangeRestriction.cshtml". This is the HTML file that contains the code for the button. In this file, you will find code for the existing buttons:

```html
<form method="POST">
    <input type="submit" class="btn btn-default" value="Handicap" name="Restriction" />
</form>
```

To add another button these lines of code can be copy and pasted. You will need to change the value attribute, shown above on line 37. This is the name that will appear on the button and should describe the new image. In addition, the image source should be changed to match the new image name added in step 2. Once finished, save the file.

4. Now open "~/Controllers/StallsController.cs". In this file, locate the ChangeRestriction POST method and navigate to line 314. You must add a new else if statement for the new button/image added in steps 2&3. To do this, copy line 320 and paste in below line 320. In this new
statement change the Restriction value in the quotation marks to match the value attribute you gave to the button in step 3.

5. Now the package value must also be changed. To do this, take the number assigned to the restriction on the device (the numbers 0-8 are already in use) and change it to HEX using https://www.online-toolz.com/tools/text-hex-convertor.php. Then take the HEX value and change it to Base64 using https://cryptii.com/pipes/base64-to-hex. This Base64 value is the value that should be assigned to package. Save the file.

6. Run the program on your computer and check that the correct HEX value is being sent through to Eleven-X. To check the value, first change one of the stalls to the new restriction, then sign into https://lora.eleven-x.com/welcome.html and access the device (as described in section 2). The data enqueued by Eleven-X to the selected device should match the HEX value of the package.

7. Finally, re-publish the new code.